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INTRODUCTION

The initial version of the Synthetic Biology Open Language
(SBOL) was designed for the exchange of information about
biological designs at the DNA level. As the field of synthetic biology matures, however, there is a clear need to
extend SBOL to capture the function of biological designs
and their structure beyond annotated DNA sequences [2].
To support the specification of increasingly complex and diverse biological designs, standards need to represent data on
both biological structure and function in a modular, hierarchical fashion. These include data on biological interactions,
which are especially important for the functional composition of biological components, and meta-data on computational models, which are important for linking biological
designs to more detailed descriptions of their behavior in
specific biological contexts.
SBOL 1.1 provides entities to represent biological systems as
composite DNA designs [1]. In particular, biological parts
are represented in SBOL 1.1 using DnaComponent entities.
These entities can be reused in different designs, constituting
building blocks of larger and more complex DnaComponent
entities.
SBOL 2.0 builds conceptually upon the DNA-centric SBOL
1.1 data model in two directions. First, SBOL 2.0 generalizes the concept of a DNA component to support a wide
range of biological components, including RNA, proteins,
and metabolites. This generalization enables the structural
diversity of biological designs to be fully captured. Second,
SBOL 2.0 introduces a functional data model to complement its structural data model, thereby enabling specification of the dynamic interactions and processes of a design
in a lightweight manner, without commitment to any specific quantitative modeling framework. Ultimately, SBOL
2.0 provides a system of hierarchical constructs for describing both the structure and function of modular biological
designs.
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Figure 1: Red boxes represent the top level entities
that may encapsulate entities represented in blue
boxes. Arrows indicate property relationships (unlabeled for simplicity). The left half of the diagram
is a generalization of SBOL 1.1 to include molecules
other than DNA, while the right half is entirely new.

Component Definitions. Biological components are represented in SBOL 2.0 using the ComponentDefinition
entity, which provides an improved representation of
component compositions and their associated structural
constraints. In SBOL 1.1, sub-components are represented
via SequenceAnnotations. However, this representation
requires even small regions of DNA, such as start codons, to
be defined as reusable components. SBOL 2.0 SequenceAnnotations, on the other hand, simply indicate regions of
interest that can refer to sub-components if desired. These
sub-components are represented by Component entities.
Furthermore, additional entities are introduced to represent
different types of Locations for SequenceAnnotations,
such as a cuts between adjacent base pairs and ranges. As
in SBOL 1.1, SBOL 2.0 also supports the representation
of partial designs, in which precise locations may not be
known. Rather than use SequenceAnnotations to explicitly
encode sub-component ordering, SBOL 2.0 represents
this and other biological structural relationships between
sub-components using SequenceConstraint entities.

SBOL 2.0 DATA MODEL

As shown in Figure 1, SBOL 2.0 offers a rich set of
design entities, including ComponentDefinitions, Sequences, ModuleDefinitions, Models, Collections (not
shown), and GenericTopLevels (not shown). These entities
enable the design of biological systems from composable, modular, and reusable building blocks. Examples
can be found in the SBOL 2.0 specification, online at
http://sbolstandard.org/.

Beyond DNA, the ComponentDefinition entity of SBOL 2.0
can also be used to represent different types of biological entities, such as RNA, protein, metabolites, small molecules,
and complexes. The types and roles of these entities reference existing data in the form of terms from ontologies.
For example, the roles of a ComponentDefinition can define
whether it is a promoter or coding sequence by referring to
terms from the Sequence Ontology.

Sequences. In SBOL 2.0, more general sequence information can be attached to different types of ComponentDefinitions. The International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) encodings are used to specify the nucleotide and amino acid Sequences of DNA, RNA and protein components. The Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) encoding is recommended to specify
the Sequences (atomic structures) of small molecules.

Module Definitions. A ModuleDefinition entity can be
used to link several entities to represent the function of a
biological system design. Each ModuleDefinition includes
FunctionalComponents, which are defined by ComponentDefinitions , and the Interactions between these components. Information about Interactions is crucial to specify
the qualitative functional details of a design. Each Interaction has one or more Participations that elaborate on
the roles of participant FunctionalComponents.
Each ModuleDefinition can also indicate its inputs and outputs, thereby informing its composition and reuse by parent entities. For example, a parent ModuleDefinition can
import other ModuleDefinitions as Modules and map the
inputs/outputs of these sub-modules to its own. This approach aids machine reasoning and automation to compose
modules into designs for complex biological systems.

Models. Model entities document references to actual
sources for quantitative or qualitative models. Each model
entity includes the model source, framework, and language.
Although Figure 1 shows an SBML model linked to a
Model entity, it is important to note that the model can be
encoded in any language, such as CellML, Matlab, etc.
Extension via Annotations. In addition to the entities
described here, SBOL provides an annotation framework
for application-specific information. Namely, each entity in
an SBOL file can be annotated with Resource Description
Framework (RDF) properties. Furthermore, applicationspecific entities can be included as RDF documents. SBOL
libraries make these custom annotations and documents
available to tools as generic properties and GenericTopLevel entities that are preserved during subsequent read
and write operations.
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SERIALIZATION AND LIBRARIES

SBOL documents are serialized using RDF, taking advantage of the rich tool ecosystem for this Semantic Web technology. Unique Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) identify
each entity in a SBOL document. Libraries to read and write
SBOL 2.0 documents are available in several languages, with
ongoing support and development by the SBOL community.
The Java library, libSBOLj 2.0 [3], is the most mature. This
library is backwards compatible and can import SBOL 1.1
data into SBOL 2.0 data objects. Other ongoing library
development efforts include Scala and C libraries.
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CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT

Beyond the extensions added by SBOL 2.0, the SBOL standard is undergoing continuous development to represent
more information about different types of biological system

designs. In some cases, there is not yet sufficient scientific
consensus for effective standards development. Currently,
the most pressing area for development is capturing data on
biological context, such as experimental conditions, chassis,
and growth media. Such information is not yet captured in
the core objects of the standard, but can be encoded for
testing as annotations and GenericTopLevel entities.
In this and other extension initiatives, SBOL uses existing
standards and resources whenever possible. For example,
SBOL already leverages existing ontologies for terms to define the types, roles, and other properties of entities in the
SBOL data model. In general, SBOL 2.0 links to these external resources via placeholders and provides guidelines for
their use with limited enforcement.
Finally, the development of SBOL is carried out openly and
iteratively with the community feedback. SBOL is also now
part of COMBINE, an initiative to coordinate the development of standards for computational modeling in biology,
which aids in the application of best practices for the development of data standards.
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